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PROCEDURE FOR SHOWING FILMS...

Select the film,..

Select not just a film but
a specific film that will
do a specific job. The
motion picture should be
an integral part of the
frame work of the lesson.
Consider the following:

-Your objective.

- The film sources.

- The film evaluation.

- A preview, if possible.

- Ordering well in advance.

Prepare Yourself...

View the film yourself prior
to class use.

Study prepared notes taken
during advance viewing.

Prepare a plan to incorporate
the film into your unit.

Check the possible reviews
of the film in educational
journals.

Prepare the Room...

Create the best possible
conditions for viewing:

- Darkened room.

- Good screen sight lines
from all seats.

- Projector speaker placed
where all can hear.

-Ventilation of air if
the room is crowded.

Prepare your Pupils...

Help the learners plan their
search for information be-
fore they see the film by:

-Assisted collateral
reading.

- Discussion of topics.

- Listing points to be

watched for.

-Listing questions to
be answered.

- Pre-tests or inquiries.

- Comments by the instruc-
tor to clarify difficult
spots in the film.

Anticipate vocabulary prob-
lems which may interfere
with comprehending the film.

Introduce the film by using
positive remarks that--

- -increase interest and

expectancy in what is
coming.

- -point out "fleeting

sequences" that might
be missed.

If necessary introduce the
film by using negative re-
marks which--

--indicate a poor qual-
ity of film or sound track,
accents, dated materials.
etc.

IS THERE A STANDARD PROCEDUR
or a standard formula for
using an educational film?

The answer is No! The pre-
paration, presentation
follow-up pattern may not
be desirable under all
circumstances

Conduct tke

Give the students an oppor-
tunity to evaluate the
learning derived from the
film.

Provide follow-up activi
ties which develop natural-
ly from viewing, such as:

-Collateral reading.

-Discussion.

'.-Organization of class

or individual projects.

-Expression thiough
writing.

-Dramatic plays.

-Problem solving.
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PREFACE

THE use of motion pictures as a communication tool in the class-

room, has contributed much to increasing the effectiveness of the

teacher. Today, the educational utilization of films is recognized as

a vital component og an instructor's instructional repertoire. .

THIS handbook was written particularly for the individual within a

school building --- audiovisual coordinator, media specialist, librar-

ian, or whatever he may be called --- who is directly responsible for

providing film service to teachers. This model which will be develop-

ed on the following pages of this handbook is not theoretical. It is,

on the contrary, a time-tested system which has proven to be excep-

tionally effective for the ordering, booking, and screening of in-

structional films at the secondary level (grades 7-12).

FROM the outset, it will become obvious to the reader that the

structure described can be easily extrapolated to the administration

of other commonly used audiovisual equipment and materials. This ex-

tension of the model should be kept in mind.

C. St.L.
T.G.L.
Muskago6I Mich.
May, 1970

Profaos
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INTRODUCTION

A MOTION PICTURE is a powerful means of communication. It is es-

sentially a multiple method of communication combining sight and sound.

It is especially effective as a technique for telling a story. It rep-

resents facts realistically. It dramatises human relations and events.'

It arouses emotions. It transmits attitudes. It depicts Imagination.

It can enable one to seo the unseen.

BECAUSE of.these characteristics, the motion picture was recognis-

ed early as an instructional tool. Educational films were first shown

in a very few scattered school auditoriums around 1911, when the

Edison Company started making them, and gradually they have been shown

more often and in more places ever since. Thomas Edison, who never had

much formal schooling himself, was a great believer in education and

was certain that movies could play a tremendous role in providing it.

RESEARCH has justified Edison's faith in the motion picture. Ex-

permental studies of film use have shown that when films are used prop-

erly, the rate of learning and retention is increased. Not only do

films expedite the rats of learning, but they increase itsl?scope.

6 Introduotion



MANY things are learned from the various types of motion pictures.

The educational film, however, is one deliberately designed to make its

audience remember something, do something, or feel differently toward

something as a direct result of the showing. Such films may range from

the narrowly didactic to the highly dramatic. Or from a simple "how-

to-do-it" film to one on the complex problem of race relations. In ei-

ther case, thr truly educational film must maintaiA objec_ivity of

idea and accuracy of factual content.

THE biggest boom in educationai films followed World War II and

has increased ever since. In the post war decade, hundreds of class-

roomroom films produced in the U.S. by organizations like Encyclo-

paedia Britannica Films, Coronet, and McGraw Hill. Its value of cer-

tain entertainment or feature films was brought to a focus in this same

era, and portions of Hollywood features were excerpted for school use.

At present, many full length feature films are available to educators

on 16 mm. film.

TODAY, as never before, educators find themselves able to obtain

all kinds of equipment and materials to develop and support an in

structional film program --- a program which is often the core of a

school's audiovisual services. This handbook is designed to helps (1)

The administrator who does not have the services cf a media specialist

at least get his program "off the ground"! (2) The librarian who feels

the need for expanding his knowledge and skills concerning the imple-

mentation of film services! and (3) The teachers in schools of library

science and audiovisual education who wish to prehent their students

with a tested model of a film service prograin.

THE film service model described in this handbook is a highly

structured one. It is based around a seemingly plethora.of forms,

Yutroduation 7



memos, checklists, direction sheets, etc. which organize and control

all aspects of the film program, i.e.: ordering of the films, confirma-

tion procedures, arrival of the films, booking procedures, and the ac-

tual showing of the films by projectionists. Each form and procedure

has been thoroughly tested by use and has been found to be essential to

the total operation of the film service model.

THE runn!ng of such a program requires many individuals: profes-

sional, clerical, and student. However, the basic concept underlying

this film service model is one of student service. The proper running

of this model presupposes that the school structure is 'organized so

that students in sufficient numbers can be available to work in the

program. This is not to suggest an explotation of students. On the

contrary, the responsibilities given to students within this model are

highly structured, worthwhile activities and students should receive

credit (prsZerobly academic) for these experiences.

THE schematic below structures a recommended clerical and student

staff for a film program in a high school of about 1,600 pupils. and 60

teachers using about 1,200 films per school year. This basic structure,

Lty Director

Clerk - Ordering 6 C l e r k - Supery s-

communications
N

students

1-Clerical Group *reader
1-Projectionist Group Leader

1st Hour 2nd Hour 3rd Hour

1-Clerk
4-Projec-
tionists

1-Clerk
4-Projec-
-tionists

1-Clerk
4-Projec-

tionists

IC,roduotion

1-Clerical Group Leader
1-Projectionist Group Leader

411.&

6th Hour4th Hour

..................N

5th Hour

1-Clerk
4-Projec-
tionists

1-Clerk
4-Projec-
tionists

1-Clerk
4-Projec-
tionist



with appropriate adjustments in staff size, could be applicable to any

size school.

INHERENT in the schematic are come organizational configurations

and key personnel which the authors feel are mandatory if the model is

to function.

THE choice of the proper clerk to supervise students is essential

to the program. Primarily you are looking for a non-professional

reflecting the strong, respected traits of a leader of youth working

for a common cause. This person could be likened to a coach and his

team able to withstand the day to day pressures and constant demands

of an almost assembly-line service. The crux of this person must be

directed toward an interpretation of the entire program which makes it

meaningful and vital to all concerned.

ALSO important is the choice and concept of the group leaders.

The group leader structure does much to maintain continuity within'the

program, since such indiViduals wdrk for a three-hour block of time.

Group leaders are upperclassmen, such as seniors, who have completed

most of their academic requirements towards graduation.

ON the following pages of this booklet, you will find the specif-
--f

ic forms and procedures which unite to create a most efficient program

for the administration of educational films.
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Mona Shores High School
1121 W Seminole Road
Muskegon ,Michigan

Monday, April 14, 1969

SUBJECTS Ordering films for next year.

TO All teachers.

In this package of materials, you will find (it you used any films this year)
a pile of 3"x5" cards with the title, dates you"Used the film(s), color, price,
ordering source, name of the teacher ordering (probably your name) and the de-

partment for which it was ordered.

Use these 3"x5" cards as a referm.:ce tool for ordering films for next year.
We do want these cards back as well as all of the data enclosed for your use
and rafts:snoop. It is part of cur program to keep all of your requisitions,
movie arrival notices, bookinr, charts, inventory cards, etc., year after year
so that a fixed reference guide can be structured as to what materials teachers
in the past have used for teachers in the future. We now have complete records
on what items each teacher has used in our department beginning with 1965.

Also enclosed in this package are a series of sheets. Three of these sheets
are your order forms for next year. They can be identified by their structure;
the first of these sheets is numbered one through twenty, another - twenty-one
thru forty, and the third forty -one thru sixty. Along with the order forms is
enclosed a mockup of next year's school calendar. This is to aid you when order-
ing to make sure you do not schedule a film during a vacation, holiday, etc.
This calendar can also be used as a tool to help you begin to plan your lessons
and teaching units due to the necessity of advance scheduling of films.

We suggest that you list the preferred films on the three order forma then place
the corresponding number of, each film onto the accompanying mockup calendar.
Place the film's number, ie. - film number ones 1. "Hormones", in the empty
squares on the calendar which represent the date(*) you will require the film.
This will aid you in scheduling your films more effectively and will also help
us in ordering your films.

If you teach semester course and plan to teach the same subject both semesters
using the same films, it is possible to duplicate your order by coding the twenty
wea%s of the first semester with the twenty weeks of the second and repeat the
same list according to the placement of the week on the calendar.

Pinally, we have enclosed in this package special instructions on how you and
the A-V Department can research films for the various subject areas you are con-
etdering to teach next year. These instructions and the examples they illustrate
are very similar to the forms and charts mentioned above on this memo. If you
have any questions please feel free to stop in and see us at any time.

NOTE: WI MUST HAVE ALL ORDERS FOR MIXT FEAR'S FILMS Id RI MEMORIAL DAI!

Pleats make sure ail orders are approved by your department chairman before they
are submitted to us. Have your ohairman initial all order forms or see us about
restructuring or changing your orders.

O. St. Louie
A-V Director

zo Sadie Film OAde4



THIS is basically a model constructed of facsimile letters and
form:.. With a careful reading of these documents and attention to the
overall continuity of presentation the reader should have no difficul-
ty in working his way through this administrative model.

COMPILATION OF THE BASIC FILM ORDER
THE year's basic film order should be begun in the Spring of the

preceeding year. This ordering activity is initiated when all teach-
ers are sent an "ordering package" which contains: inventory cards,
ordering sheets, the coming year's calendar', and information on topic
research.

THE explanatory letter to this ordering package (page 10) deln-
eats in specific detail what a teacher must do to successfully com-
plete his-film order for the coming year.

THE Inventory cards contain information on films used by the

teacher during the current year. This gives the teacher the necessary
information to re-order films which have proved valuable. Similar in-
formation on films used during previous years is also available upon
request, since these cards are retained on file for such reference
Use. The inventory cards themselves are prepared at the time the
films are confirmed, a procedure which is described in further detail
on page 22.

ALSO included in this initial ordering package are order sheets

DIGESTION OF FOOD IN OUR BODIES County Bldg.

Science 2/21-26/69

Tharp, R. Color

11 mins. Free

Inventory Cards showing previous films
used by teacher

Baeio Firm Order 11



Ordering Sheets with room for sixty film
titles

FILM °RUA FORM iron' DIDARTMENT csanimmie immovAil DAT8 SUONSIVOlii 1.-V gla8C101140 *MOM,

a.........

TITLIt DAM 1411IMADI CMOs &MTN' CATALOG NNW SOM. Pd.

1.

2.

3.
plom...

S.

6.

7.

r

8.

9. -

10.
emoo

11.

Immo...,

12.

13.

.
14.

15.

16.

17.

le.

19.

.....

20.

colander indicating
ordering flies gee the attached

the deteim$ You reeu re
sheets 31-401 41-60.

the tie.Place the corresponding numbers onTrnockup
If additional space is required for

which provide space for sixty film choices. In addition to
the normal descriptive data (i.e., title, color, length,
form requires the teacher to indicate the catalog and page
which the film is listed. This information is necessary for
ing before actual ordering can take place.

space for
cost) the
number in
re-check-

ONE of the most cowmon problems teachers have in structuring

12 Basic Film Order



Mock-Up of the coming year's school
calendar

their orders is effectively pacing the show dates of the films re-
quested. As an attempt to practically alleviate this recurring problem
a small mock-up calendar of the coming school year is prepared and in-
cluded in the ordering package. Vacations, holidays and special e-
vents are noted so that films are not scheduled during these excep-
tions to the school year.

THE mock-up calander will also be used as a coding sheet when the
teacher prepares his total film order.

OCCASIONALLY teachers will want to order films on subject areas
for which they have no specific titles in mind. At this point they
can refer to the various selection tools provided in the Media Center,
or utilize "Topic Research" a service offered by the Media Center
staff. The exact procedure for such a service follows on the next two
pages.

JANUARY 1665 'JANUARY 1666
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SUBJECT Topic Research
TO: All department chairmen and intertate4 faculty members.

I have noticed a certain degree of difficulty and confusion on the part
of teachers attempting to effectively research and locate quality films
to order for the coming school year. Since this apparently 'eels to be
a problem on the part of most teachers due to the lack of time, selection
tools and basic information on where to go and what to l00% for
I recommend that the following procedures be followed;

Submit to me, on a slip of paper or on a form similar to the one on the
bottom of this memo, a listing of the general subject areas, periods,
themes or topics you are considering to cover with films. We will then
research and return to you a listing of recommended fillip to which we
have access ed can cover with our budget.

This list will state the title of the film, the color, the length as
well as the catalog and page number where it was found. All you need to
do is check the catalog for a complete description of the film or check
with us and we will tell you if anyone on our staff has previously used
the film to give you a first hand evaluation. After you have made you
final selections then fill out one of our standard order forms, submit it
to us after it has been approved by the department chairman and we will
process: it for you.

We have made a mockup of next year's calendar which includes all vaca-
tions, marking periods, special days off and school week numbers. This
tool is for you to use while selecting preferred show dates for the films
you require. All that you have to do is plaice the corresponding number
next to each movie title onto the calendar spaces representing the calen-
dar dates you-will require the film(s). This will enable you, your depart-
ment chairman and our department to keep an adequate balance of film flow,
coordinate and solve unnessary duplication as well as illustrate to you
a total picture of your film program for the year at a single glance.

Allow us to work for you and your needs for media materials. We will
be more than pleased to serve you in any way we can along the lines of
information and instructional material usage.

deteek.but

C. St. Louis
A-V Director

ditteLitre ifittekAtct

To the Mona Shores Media Cantors

The following are the general subject areas around which i am
(dates)

interested in covering next year with films. Please research
these areas and return you findings to me as soon as possible.

Signed.

(your signature)

ARIAS To RSSIARCR

1. s.

a. 1.

s. a.

4.
1.

14 B44.14 Fitt?! &au
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Specific topics selected and placed on
order form

AFTER a teacher has reviewed all previously used fi"mo,'research-
ed current selection materials, and perhaps utilized the research
service offered by media personnel, he is ready to record his order
on the forms provided.

ALL information must be carefully entered, as illustrated on the
facsimile below. The teacher's department chairman as well as the
audiovisual director must approve the order to insure for overall cur-
ricular appropriateness and continuity as well as financial feasibili-
ty.

NEXT the corresponding number of mach film is placed on the mock-

rum DCA PORK rOAI IMPARTMENT AIR* ' OWNONALI veers SIMMITTEDI /01 DIREC OA' A PROVALs

-. Of CATALOG NUMB POUND. PO. COST.TITLCI DATES R .UI II CO :
.....m..

. . .._

Vitik NVIII

. IMMO

niric
au Fro
Ellmit2. 411111tish" A '

r111111111111111111 .

). civt.,41 NA. a , &IL& 1.srs
4 MA.Le.,..... et uta.. Vi,,,,A..1AUL._

k 1 i

rirIIIFIIIIIIIII

q0 11VS0

5. 1.\4.;.A \ K i a rtIAL
rieltiCti11111Mil" 4 4 1I

- MNh.

.,.

1o,
11.

12.

13. :1-

1.1.

13.

16.

17. OMNI
1U.

19.

III 11120.

Place Use corresponding numbers on t * c C -"".':
It additional space is repulsed for OrNeItN1 WA,

c' .'

1104104LORIMPRO

sou rqu se
R1 ..41111 41..60.

.
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School Calendar coded with specific
material's number

up as shown above.

ONCE all the necessary forms boys boom accurately completed andsigned, the order is ready tq be processed by student and adultclerks.

THE film entitled "HormonSe which Mselecatedduring topic re-search for Roger Tharp (page i5) ).alter 'Selected by that teacherfor his film order (page 16) VOL be 080 44 an example. It will betraced through the various 'tops ;pm Sr4fOng until the time the filmis screened for students.
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ORDERING OF FILMS

THE first step of the ordering procedure is to double check the
data provided on the teacher's order form, particularly source
rental price. Below the film "Hormones" is checked against The 1.111i
versity of Michigan-Michigan State Joint Film Catalog.

A CHECK is also made as to whether or not the same film has been
requested by another teacher. If this does occur, an attempt is made
to compromise the use dates of the requested film to one mutually ac-
cepted time. For a situation such as the aforementioned, the film use
time would be extended from the standard three day period to anywhere
from five to ten days, depending on how many teachers require the
film. It should be noted that renting the film for a day or two long-
er than the standard three day period is usually less.ekpansive than
renting the film for two separate showings.

AFTER the number of days the film will be required is determined
the film can then be ordered. This is done by using the preferred
order form usually provided by the film rental source. When no form

Order checked against catalog for
accuracy of data

I/1M OM

111111= NIPY. se

Niaseawg

MS

Hormones $8.50
28 min. color s-c UM

Experiments of Bayless and Starling in
research of hormone functions. Chemical
constitution of hormones, hormonal
changes in rooster and caterpillar. Hor-
mone cycle, using length of day on repro-
ductive system of male white Crown Spar-
few. (McGH)



Film to be sent to:

Name K\ruit,NLkat Ambit

OrGonizationSketh

Address \

THe UNIVIRGITY OF MICHIGAN
AUDIOMUAL EDUCATION CENT=

41$ ham MUM
Alm Mao& Illesisoest 441104

0111/0 NANG

C. No.

Um
Pk ley

114/1 Tedi
doMe

. I

Ns Of different from oddross at WO

%NNW %tali% %tiVitAt

Stp.ossol_. w.ha WNW_
11117111 flan

Sk\war.sta Meat 61110 it Uk-ARAVIJAV-----
c n ram mmormommeramr

Confirmation to be sent so 14,1411+01AI AMA
tk_ k

May matatioiii be scheduled on Aril available dam/ Yea Ns. MGM

Special intnuctione front fortnwer

Within SemseterAt

LEAVE
IOLA PIK

/ILAI MO.

I JIA V I
BLANK

MANS or IreLall

IONS 1111 1141411111

1111. Iime

usa DATE

LEAVE
*LANK

LEAVE
'LANK

Proper order form filled out and mailed
to distributor

is provided a form letter may be subsituted and usually; causes no
problem. Since "Hormones" is to be rented from the University of
Mi,:higan's Audio Visual Education Center the preferred fora from that
rental source is utilized. Note that the U.of N. require* that three
choices of film use dates be listed.

ONCE the order fora has been submitted to the distributor a per-

Orderer; Films, 19



Film confirmed by distributor

SHIP (SATE

1/14/70

flU NO.

3243

USE DATI

1/21 -23 -70
FOR RENTAL OF:

TITLE

HORMONES

CONFIRMATION NOTICE

RE1HiP MTV PIOWP

029305E

C23/4

CHARGE

8.50

PLEASE KEEP THIS COPY FOR REFERENCE TO THE MONTHLY STATEMENT Of TE ACCOUNT

MONA SHORES HIGH SCH
1121 SEMINOLE RD
MUSKEGON, MICH 49441

DATE ROOKED KILDARE ono NO.

1.81.

11.6 IM.Sseeltg al Mid
AUDIOANSUAL EDUCATION CENTER

416 Pon* SIt661
Alm Arbor. AUsblose

_I TOTAL CHARGE

8.50

iorl of ten days to two weeks usually elapse before a reply is received
--- generally in the form of a confirmation notice. If ordering has
been initiated far enough in advance the chances are great that most
films ordered will be confirmed on or near the dated requested.

SINCE most film distributors ship films anywhere from seven to
ten days before the scheduled show date (note that Michigan ships a
week in advance) most films arrive two to three days before the re-
quested 'show date. This suggests that it is perhaps a good policy to
order films with show dates towards the middle or end of'a week, so
that the actual time the film is available for use can be extended.

IT might also be mentioned at this point that a Ltrict policy of
returning rental films on the day after the rental period should be
strictly adhered to.

ONLY until the confirmation notice is received can the film def-
initely be considered as coming. It is at this point that the various
book work can begin to structure the use of the film.

FOR each film confirmed a separate individual film schedule is

qo Ordering Films



Specific Film Schedule Form filled out
for each confirmed film

prepared This is a two sided form giving data about the film on one
side and a two week scheduling calendar on the reverse side. Note
that the dates for which the film was confirmed are placed on the re-
verse side.

ALONG with this procedure inventory cards (page 22) on each film
are prepared in duplicate and filed' in two (2) files, by:

TEACHER - Each teacher is assigned a number and this copy of the
card is filed behind the teacher requesting the film.
If more than one teacher requests the film then addi-
tional cards should be prepared.

FIRST SHOW DATE - A file with a divider for each day of the
school year is prepared and this card is filed behind
the first show date divider.

BOTH of these files have a vital place in the total structure of

DATE:
let.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

DATE:
1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.

TES:

,5lt
'PERSON JORDERING FILM :1 DEPARTMENT:

MleAl,tficaN,
AMA& ilk(LEASED: FE 1C342161(X)

GRADE LEVEL OR FILM: p i (i) (i)
Vomments:

in

)

out
(t )
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Inventory Cards
the entire .film program. The Inventory Card, filed by teacher, is
used as already discussed (page 11) as a reference tool in preparing
yearly film orders.

ABOUT two weeks before the school year commences a Master Con-
firmed Film Catalog containing all confirmed films to date is prepared
and duplicated for each teacher in the school, but preferably through-
out the school district. This publication is compiled by organizing
the inventory cards which were filed Iy., first show date and repro-
ducing the data in catalog form.

ONCE a teacher learns that a requested film has been confirmed it
is his responsibility to fill out the necessary requisition so that
the audiovisual department can book the specific use of the: film.
The fact that a teacher has ordered a film does not insure that:. it is
for his use only, and once the film is listed in the Master Confirmed
Film Catalog any teacher is free to schedule its use. More about the
booking procedure will be described starting on page 29. However, it
should be emphasized that one of the strengths of this administrative
model is its ability to ,Completly schedule a film's use, equipment,
projectionists and all, weeks or even months in advance of the films
arrival at the building.''

SINCE all confirmations are not in by the time the Master Con-

Univ.
of Mich.

HORMONES

HORMONES

Science

THARP, R.

28 wins.

Univ. of Mich.

1/21-23/70

Color

$8.50
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MASTER CONFIRMED

FILM CATALOG

lotion
o Induction
ion and

rs Work
story Stu(

Lite
Generation of

Jolty
des (say of fundy)
Dater
Characteristics

Common Induction
tiers

patio Pressure
swing Chemistrys

formulas and &Nation
rocarbons and Structures

ouds
treduction to let
engines

Chemical Machinery
Split-Phase Motor

Principals
Antenna fundamentals

Propagation
Jet Propulsion
Cell Respiration
Restless Sea
Climates of N. America
High Artic Biome
Tropical Rain forest
DNA, Molecule of Heredity
First Many-Celled Animals
The Invertebrates
Path co space
Galvani and VOlta
Hormones
Mitosis
;tinging Celled Animals
D ensity AltituC
Lifo Cycle of Moss
TheiRole of Ion Enthuses
Hest Worms
Parasite Mist Warms
U nionise the Edge of

Space
Life of the Angiosperms
Measurement of BlectriOity.
Life Story of the Earthworm
Series and Parallel

Circuit
Theories of Dovsloyesst
Using Ohms Lev to

Understand Circuits
Life Story of the Snail
Nallasks
tiectrical Circuit faults
Life Story of the Crayfish

Data
1175=7/611

color
-7e-- &Ilan

ZIP min.

/14S-7/60 C 13 aim.

11/S-7/611 C 25 min.
11/6-10/69 C 1S min.
11/12-14/61 C IS min.
11/12-14/61 C 28 mine

11/13-17/61 C 15 min.
11/17-21/61 801 14 min.
11/17-21/61 86W 16 min.

11/20-24/6, C IS min.
11/24-28/61 SSW 10 min.

11/24-28/61 SW 11 Mn.
11/24-28/6f SW 14 min.
13/1 -5/61 SW 10 min.

12/2-4/6f SW 14 min.
13/3-4/0 C 28 min.

13/3-S/if SW 17 sin.

12/10 -12/61 C 12 min.
12/10-12/61 SW 12 min.
13/13-17/0 C 28 min.
12/11-31/61 C 60 min.
1/S-V70 SW 17 min.
1/1-1/70 C 23 min.
1/1-3/70 SW 17 min.
1/11-23/70
1/11 -21/70

SW
C

16 min.
IS min.

1/11-13/70 Saw 25 min.
1/20-22/70 SW 14 Mn.
1/21-23/70 SW IS min.
1/21-33/70 C 2$ min.
1/26-30/70 SW 24 min.
1/26-28/70 C 16 min..
1/17-30/70 SW 21 min.
1/28-30/70 SiN 10 min.
1/21-30/70
2/2-4/70
2/2-4/70

C
C
C

11 min.
16 Mn.
16 min.

2/34/70 C. 11 min.
2/4-6/70 C 2 min.
2/4-6/70 SW 11 min.
2/1-13/70 SW 1S min.

2/11 -13/70 SW 11 min.
2/11-13/70 C 2 sin.

2/11-23/70 C 1S sin.
2/23-27/70 SW 1S Mn.
2/23-23/70 C 16 min.
2/21-27/70 SW 11 min.
3/3 -6/70 Saw IS Mn.
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Weekly supplements prepared to the Master
Confirmed Film Catalog.

firmed Film Catalog is printed, and because ordering and confirming
take place continually all year long, a supplement must be provided to
bring the Master Catalog up-to-date. This list can be prepared when-
ever the quantity of newly confirmed films merits it. In the model
described, however, a weekly supplement was required.

huoTHER great help to teachers is the preparation of "Next Weeks

DEPARTMENT

SUPPLEMENT NO. I
TO THE CONFIRMED FILMS CATALOG,

MONA SHORES HIGH SCHOOL MEDIA CENTER

fluidness Studies The Secretary, The Normal Day 9/29 -10/69
Right at the Typewriter 10/21-23/69 RIM 21 win.
Settger Story 10/6/69 116M 32 Mn .

English Hamlet 10/1-3/69 C 127 min.

Fine Arts Mozart - Nis Music 10/9-11/69 NNW 14 min.

Home Sc. The Effect of Neat On 11418 10/13/69 C 11 min.

Physical Education Building our Swing 10/7/69 C 27 min.
Grip and Stance 10/7-9/69 11614 10 min.
Sping Away 10/14/61 C 10 min.
Nine Bad Shots of 0011 10/14/:: C 10 min.
Play Better Golf, Part I 10/21/61 BIN I min.
Play Better Golf, Part II 11/4/69 RIM 9 min.
Pitching, Run and Sand Shots 11/11/69 C 12 win.

Science Diffusion and osmosis 11/19-59/69 sale 13. min.

Stralghtline Kinematics 9/24-50/69 Bale 34 min.
Inertia 10/2-7/69 MIN 26 min.
Hydrogen Atom 10/3-8/69 11411 28 min.
Forces 10044/69 B&W 23 min.
Mechanism of an Organic

Reactor 11/6-12/61 C 20 min.
Chemical reedits* 11/10-13/61 C 22 min.
Coulomb's Lim 11/13.41/69 C 30 min.
Shapes and Polarities of

molecules 11/20-29/69 C 18 min.
Gases and How they Combine 11/26-29/69 C 22 min.
Ionisation Energy 12/11-22/69 C 22 min.
Gas Pressure a Molecular

Collisions 12/111-23/611 Uftin,
Vibration of Molecules 12/14-23/61
A magnetic Laboratory 1/7-9/70 B&W 20 vim.
Earth. Its Ateosphere 1/19.43/30 11611 II RID.
Mechanical Energy 6 Thermal

Energy 1/24-27/70 C 28 min.
Crystals 6 Their Structures 2/4-4/70 RIM 22 win.
Coulomb's Constant Force 2/5 -10/70 C 34 min.
Milliken Experiment 2/12 -17/70 C 30 min.
Elementary Changes snd

Transfer of Kinetic
Eneroy 2/194/70 C 31. min.

Acid-Rase Indicators 2/26.4/3/70 C Hain.
Introduction to Optics 3/26-31/70 C 23 min.
Equilibrium 4/16 -21/70 C Hain.
Sound Waves in Air 4/16 -21/70 C 39 ale.
A is for the 111.om 4/20/70 C 1S sin.
Birds of the Marshes 4/21 -15/70 C Hein.
Electrochemical Celle 4/23 -25/70
Electrnmagnetic leaves 4/27-9/1/10 SSW 30 Mn.
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Next Weeks Films lists(speoifically films

coming in for the following week
Films" a listing of films confirmed for the up-and-coming week. This

list should be prepared and distributed early the week before it be-
comes effective. In essence, this list is a finalized compilation of
all the films listed in the bh.ster Confirmed Films Catalog and all of
the other films which were listed in the strung out issues of supple-
ments.

NEXT yaws ni.ss
January 113. 1170

(Teachers wishing to use any of the films listed below may do so
by calling 733-4411 and asking for the Msdia Center)

DePARTmcm,

Art Brush in Action 11601 10 min.

Collage
Elements of Deoignt Line 11611 1 min.
Non-Objective Art C 7 min.

Doziness Typing Skills -- -Daily Job TeoUsiguse C 13 min.
What is a Corporatioc 11611 11 min.

English Jason and the Argonauts C

None to. The Story of Lemon Juice C le sin.

Industrial Arts Crystals--An Introduction C 25 min.
metals and mon-Metals 1141 14 min.
metals Crystals in Action 30 min.
Monument to the Dream

0 .0 30 Min.
The Prevention 6 Control of Distortion

in Arc Welding C 10 min.

Physical Education Advanced Tumbling BIM 11 min.
Seginnlnq Towbling B4W 10 min.
Intermediate tasseling 56

D A, Molecule of sredi2y

BIN 10 min.
11 11 sin.

B6W 16 lain.

Simple Stunts

Science M li

?trot many-Celled Animals C IS Min.
Calvani 6 Volts 6611 IS sdn.
H ormones C 36 min.
The Invertebrates beN 14 min.
Path to Space 11614 3$ min.

Social Studies Background to Const. Convention BIN 30 min.
S lack history. Wit. Stolen or Strayed 116N 54 min.
Egypt' Cradle of Civilisation SIC 12 min.
EnnlIah History. Earliest Timis to 1066 114N 10 ran.
The rumen Revolution 06N 17 min.
Crooms Land and the People C 11 sin.
Italy. Land and the People C 13 min.
Life in Ancient (Duces Role of the Citizen C 11 min.
Life in Ancient Greece. Moms and Education C 11 min.
csorge Masons nettles in Courage 1 & II C SD min.
Spain and Portugal C 1i min.

nil teachers In the district may use the filmic listed. However
the teacher requesting the film Most pick up and return.
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ARRIVAL OF FILMS
ONCE the film arrives

it is necessary to determine
if the requesting teacher
has scheduled specific show-
ing times. This is done by
pulling and checking the
film schedule form.

IF a requesting teach-
er has already booked spe-
cific showings of the film
a Movie Arrival Notice is

sent as a reminder. Other
teachers w h o might have
booked the film are also
sent notices.

IN the case that the
requesting teacher has not
previously scheduled the use
ol the film, an invoice is
attached to the Movie Arriv-
al Notice and sent to the
teacher to be filled out and
returned.

IT is at this time that
the film schedule is punched
on the "IN" space to indi-
cate that the film is in
stock. The same is done
when the film is returned
except that it is punched in
the "OUT" space.

ALSO at this time the
"first show date" inventory
card is pulled and placed in
a return data file for films
in stock. This card is
filed behind the day after
the last show date, as this
is the basic rule as when to
return films. When the film
is returned than the "first
show date" inventory card is
refiled in its original file.

SPACIOUS physical facil-

Movie Arrival Notice

26 Arrive. of Films

MOVIE ARRIVAL NOTICE

TO: I ghli

Mrs.
Miss

There
(date issued:)

This is an official notification
from you M dia Center's A-V Dept.
that a minute film titled:

eilf tiume.S
has arrived for your use from:
($)Univ. of Mich. ( )County Bldg.

( )Mich.State Univ.( )Western-

Mich. Univ. ( )Other(specify:)

Our records indicate that:

A. You have already scheduled
this film for use as per a
previous request. The details
of this scheduled show data
can be checked bl referring
to the confirmation form sent
to you at the time when it
was booked under Invoice No.

. You may expect
the film to arrive and be
shown during the date(s) and
time(s) which appear on the
confirmation form. If you
wish any changes at this time
please check with us soon!

en was ordered by you for
use between the dates of:

1-21. A . If you
wish to see this film com-
plete the attached requisition
form noon as the film must be
returned to its distributor
by: r-aili-(or (this is the
date it must leave our bldg.)

The above mentioned film has
arrived in i reel(s) and we
feel that it can be shown to you
in i part(s) which will take

showing(s) of approximately
lur minutes each. All special
preparations to accomplish this
recommendation will automatically
take place unless we hear other-
wise from you immediately!.
COMMENTS:

Stop in and see us if there are
any questions. C. St. Louis

A-V Director



INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
REQUISITION

INVOICE NO.

Name:

Date Submitted:
.Date(s) you wish to use items:

1st. Choice date:

2nd. Choice dates
Indicate which periods you wish

to use materials by placing the
room number you will be in that
particular period on the adja-

cent blank. If 4th. Hr. is used
circle preferred lunch period
your A-V Asst.will take the one

you take to correspond with your
class schedule.

lst. 4th.

2nd. 5th.

3rd.

Others (specify)

A B C

Movies required :(list the titles
and circle the periods on the
lines below).

1.
1 2 3 4 5 6

2.
1 2 3 4 5 6

3.
1 2 3 4 5 6

4.
1 2 3 4 5 6

Check equipment you will require
as listed below:
( ) Movie Set up ( ) Mobile Cart
( ) Tape Recorder ( ) Overhead Pj.
( ) Filmstrip Pj. ( ) Opaque Pj.
( ) Record Player ( ) Other(spec-
ifys)

NOTE: A confirmation form will be
sent to you if the above request
is at all possible. If not, a can-
cellation notice will be issued so
we C411 try an alternative request,

C. St. Louis
A-V Director

Shelving of films

ities for the housing of
films is a necessity when a

high-usage film program,
such as the one described in
this booklet, is in opera-
tion,.

IT should be noted at
this point that some films
require editing before they
are labeled for shelving.
This editing technique-will_
be described in more detail
on page 39.

SINCE the positioning
of film titles on film cases
or on film cans varies so

much a film label has been
devised to provide uniform-
ity to film identification.
Here again the title inven-
tory card serves as a guide

Shelf Number

Worntorie.s

(Movie Title)

wilt) ikar
Rental Source: (Cikete One

M.S.U. W.M.U. County

I

Other

117:44) 1.24141
(Arr vat Date) (meturn Date)
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Requisition
returned for booking
in completing this form. As
this label is filled out a
carbon copy is made and
placed inside or affixed to
the outside of the film's
mailing case. This is done
to help reduce mixups when
films are mailed back to
their distributor.

A LARGE number is
stamped on the film label to
identify its position in the
film storage rack. Once the
film is stored in the rack
the title of the film is
placed on a list which cor-
responds to the numbered
slots se that easy location
of the films in the rack can
be achieved.

THE teacher(s) notified
about the arrival of his
film(s), if he hasn't previ-
ously scheduled it, fills
out the basic requisition
form attached to his movie

-arrival notice. Here he is
given-- option as to show
dates ( two choices ), the
periods he wishes to view
the film, and when he wishes
to see more than one film
per hour. This requisition
form also serves as a basis
for requesting audiovisual
equipment other than just
items 'necessary for using a
film. Any special comments
or personal needs can be
stipulated on this form to
adapt its usage to any pe-
culiar needs the teacher may
require

THE completed form. is
then returned by the teacher.
to the audiovisual -office
for processing which leads
into the next phase of this
model: "booking."

28 Arrivat of Films

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
REQUISITION

INVOICE NO.

Name:

Date Submitte 1°1744
Date(s) you wish to use items:

1st. Choice date: ilmA141____

2ndA Choice date: /-22.-ioct
Indicate which periods you wish
to use materials by placing the
room number you will be in that
particular period on the adja-
cent blank. If 4th. Hr. is used
circle preferred lunch period 6
your A-V Asst. will take the
one you take to correspond with
your class schedule.

1st. 4th. I tO
A C

2nd.121) 5th.

.3rd.1.24 6th. 110
Other:(specify)

2782

MoVies required:(list the titles
and circle the periods on the
lines below).

1. Nontruni.4 100050
2.

3.

4.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Check equipment you will require
as listed below:
04 Movie Set up ( ) Mobile Cart
( ) Tape Recorder ( ) Overhead Pj.
( ) Filmstrip Pj. ( ) Opaque Pj.
(() Record Player ( ) Other(speo-

NOTE: A confirmation form will be
sent to you if the above request
is at all possible. If not, a can-
cellation notice will be issued so
we can try an alternative request.

C. St. Louie
A -V Director



BOOKING PROCEDURES

ONE of the major advantages of using a booking system similar to
the following is that once a film is listed as definitely confirmed it
can be scheduled (equipment, projectionists and all) as far in advance
as preferred by the teacher(s). A film 'confirmed in September for use
in May can be booked in September for use in May and nothing else need
be done until it arrives.

WHEN the completed requisition is .returned by the teacher to the
audiovisual office - booking begins. The preferred show dates are
checked on the Film Schedule Card toiee if the film is free for the
desired date(s) and school period(s). If the request cannot be filled

Film schedule is checked to secure. film
for specific show date, and invoice
number entered.

nERS

GRAD

Com

1/ata:511414

MONDAY

DATEI1st.

2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.

DATE:
1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.

TUESDAY
/02telli

Alti
2797.

17,2.

WEDNESpAy THIJkaa...EBIPLAX--
1114/4 ift

r2S

al11101M=I

a Cancellation Notice is sent.

Cancellation

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss
The following will NOT be
available as you requested.
Please do NOT plan to use
these materials until you
have checked with us in the
A-V Office. Stop by and we
will attempt to reschedule
your request.

Items not available as requested

CANCELLATION
NOTIFICATION

(dateat)

C. St. Louis
A-V Director
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A METHOD of. invoicing each
booking is used with the aid oi
a mechanical self-inking number-
ing stamp which has the capabili-
ty to repeat itself 5 consecutive
times and then advance to the
next number. Essentially there
are five (5) seperate forms which
are always used with each booking
and therefore can be stamped at
the same time. They are: - - - -

-The Requisition (filled out by
the teacher).

- Confirmation Notice.

-Master Daily Equipment Use
Schedule (A-V Clerk's copy).

- Master Daily Equipment Use
Schedule.(Group Leader's copy)

- Equipment Tag.

vm.,tek CONFIRMATION 2782
NOTIFICATION (invoice)(use date)

(number)

TO:(27)
Mrs.
Miss

We have processed your requisi-
tion and found the request pos-
sible to schedule as stated.
You will receive the following:
A. EQUIPMENT:(check one)- - - -
(u.) Movie Set Up ( ) Mobile Cart
( ) Tape Rec. ( ) Overhead Pj.
( ) Filmstrip Pj.( ) Opaque Pj.
( ) Record Player( ) Other:(apec-

ify)

B. MATERIALSt(check one)- - -
(1t) Movies - ( )Filmstrip(s) -
( ) Record(s)( )Tape(s)( )Otherz

Title(s) of requested materials:

OC'CiVel VVLS

C. All of the above will be del-
ivered to you during the period(*)
which appear below with you room
number(s) on them. Note-if 4th.
Hour is used we will take the same
lunch as scheduled for you unless
you specified otherwise.

let. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. 5th. 6th.
AMC

If there are any questions stop in
and check with us - or - the above
information will stand as is. NOTE:
SAVE THIS FORM FOR FUTURE REFERENCE:
Always refer to bookings by their
Invoice Number.

C. St. Louis
A-V Director

30 Booking

THE information on the re-
quisition which was provided by
the teacher is used to fill out
the following described forms.
It is then placed in a file or-
ganized sequentially by Invoice
Number.

Confirmation

THE second invoiced form,
the Confirmation Notice, is sent
to the teacher. It stipulates
the exact use date, equipment
which will be utilized, title of
the film(s) and room(s) where
materials are to be used. The
use of Invoice Numbers provides
quick reference if either the
teacher or A-V Department desires
to make changes in the use of the
film, or check an original requi-
sition.

THE tyxt two invoiced forms,
the Master Daily Equipment Use



Master daily equipment use schedule

Schedules, are identical in structure and information; their only dif-
ference being the color of paper stock on which they are printed. One
form is for use by the adult audiovisual clerk, the other by the stu-
dent group leader.

AS its name suggests this form depicts in a graphic and concise
manner the maximum use of a piece of audiovisual equipment, in this
case a motion picture projector, during a' t.chool day. It should be
obvious that more than one requisition canThe combined into the daily
use of one projector, to obtain maximum equipment utilization if nec-
essary.

ONE side of the
form gives the basic
information about
t it e booking: t it e
teacher(e) involved
and their number(s),
the type of equip-
ment required, and a
list of t it film
titles.

T H E reverse
side shows a break
down of the six per-
iods comprising the
school day and the
specific facets of
each periods t h
teacher(e) involved
( coded by number )
the room(s) where
the film will be
shown, the specific
film(s) to be used
( coded by number
from t h reverse
side ) and the pro-
jectionist's number.

THIS form is
the "brain" behind

a c it individual
booking, the key to
"whats happening."

The fifth and final
invoiced form i s

Few
278 MASTER

2 SCHEDULE
INVOICE NUMBER:

Teacher(s)
Number: Name:

MAR P
MM=M1111111MIMMOSINIMID

11-

EQUIPMENT USE DATE:

Description of the
Equipment used:

TITLE(s) OF THE FILMS TO BE USED:

1. HoRrnoNES
2.

3.

4.

LENGTH:

FIRST HOUR:
Teacher's---
No. Room Mo.

SECOND HOUR: THIRD HOUR:
Teacher-5-
Mo. Room Mo.

112_ _JAM__
Visuals used:

0 2 3 4

A-V Asst.
Number- - ail

Teache777--
No. Room No.

17_ _iza___
Visuals used:

2 3 4

A-V Asst.
Number- - 14

Visuals used:

1 2 3 4

A-V Milt.
Number- -

FOURTH HOUR: FIFTH HOUR: SIXTH HOUR:
Teacher's---
No. Room Mo.

t T 110

Teacher's ---
Mo. Room Mo.

Teacher's-- -
No. Room No.

XL _12.0__
Visuals used:

(4 2 3 4
A-V Asst.
Number- - ill

Visuals used:

13 2 3 4

A-V Asst.
Number. . CA

Visuals used:

1 2. 3 4

A-V Asst.
Number- ass sasessw.
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EQUIPMENT TAG

INVOICE NO. 2782
Date:

HOUR: TEACHER: ROOM: ASST.

1st.

2nd .111taata IRO
3rd..217Ermf 120 aq
4th._11111?() #.:1,

(lunch: AP )

5th.

6th. .rilaliPP 14- fi:li
-)Other:(specify-

MOVIES OR MATERIALS TO 8E USED:

1..MORMONS%
1 0005e

2.

3.

1

4. 1
Special comments:

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

) This set up requires a
2,000 ft. take-up reel.

has chair
own film(s) and will give
them to you when you arrive.

) This set up requires a wide
angle lens (cinemascope).

( ) You are missing film(s)
No(s). as it is being
shared with another teacher,
check comments below.

COMMENTS:

LEAVE ALL TAGS ON CART WHEN
YOU COMPLETE YOUR ASSIGNMENT!

32 Booking

Equipment Tag

the Equipment Tag. This label
is attached to the required
equipment. It serves as the
key label which shows the
use schedule of the equipment
to which it is attached as
well as the student assistants
who are assigned to transport
and operate it each hour of
the day. The instructors and
Invoice Number which appear on
this tag are vital to direct
each A-V Assistant to his pro-
perly assigned equipment,
where to take it, and which
film to show.



Movie "Set Up"

A MOVIE."set up" is specifically comprised of a mobile cart, a
movie projector, take-up reel and an extension cord (and screen if one
is not permanently mounted in showing rooMs). Movie set-ups are the
only items of audio visual equipment which are consistently set up and
left set up due to their excessive use. All other audiovisual equip-
ment is set up as requested.
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Assignment-Direction Forms are prepared
for each student assistant

ABOVE all, the student assistant Assignment-Direction Forms are
the c.ey to activating all of the previous book work. This form pro-
vides 95% of all directions necessary to have any quantity of assist-
ants do almost anything as the form demonstrates.

IT is always advisable to have some sort of structured system to

X2kNE11-SS . O.
Takeo A C Lunch

ti21:.01
(follow the intruotione °heated on both sides
of °tie assignment sheet. ASK US if in doubt.)

This assignment iS1 1 !Regular. I (Pick -up only.
( )Delivery only. ( (Delivery a Pick -up only.
( )811WALI Check comments on bottom of back.

FIRsT - You are tot

Report to the Equipment
deliver Invoice Mo.

Report to Roos No.100/
equipment which iejaan...
under Invoice No.

Room. pick -up mad
to Room Mo.

aid operate the
ady iw this room

(

Report to tools No pick -up equipment
under lovoice no. and return it to
the Equipaeat loon and check it Ia. Do this
at,

The begiaaing of the hour.
( lAt the end of the hour.
I Inc approximately,

IRMO - Tow are tol

."4 %osin is the room and operate the eguip
meet for the teacher in charge.

Leave the equipment in the room and return
to the A-V Office as the teacher in charge
will operate the equipment.

?NIRO - You are jos

Leave the equipment in the same roes,.
rewind the file and p are the equipment
to be- used again Co fh. gr.

Rewind tile and take the (mt..** to teem
No. . Politely hooch sad place the
equipment inside the classroom for the nest
A-V Assietest to operate durieq_m....Mour.

(follow the inetruotione on tiwrveros stile. )
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(side S)

MAD STIP CONTedo

Mewled the film and return the entire est..
up to the Squipment loom and prepare it to
be used again today during hour.

Rewind the film and return the satire set-
up to the Squipment Room and shut down the
equipment as it Will NOT be used again.

If you have Pick-Up at the end of the
hour, help out in the A-V Office until it
is time to nuke the pick-up.

out in the AV Office as your
(specific assignment for the day is dose.

COMMIS;
) hove twoOt as ,ow here a minute
movie to show mad it win toe hour.

) You will nest s 1,000 ft. take -up reel:

!hie is s sinemeseops movie. You will need
ths epeeist lone and s lad. screen is
nommen. Milks sure you eheeh tale out..

) One of the films you ore to shoo is going
to be shown agate this hour by another
teseher. 'heel& on the dotaitw below.

AV ASSISTANT IMPORT ONION MUST SS SIM= PT
TVS ?SAMS IN CMGS Of tile ASSIONNINT:

Ny AV Ileeintaatwaes 4 !Satisfactory
Cenaestee lOmeetiefactomy



If assignment is not done, or if any
other problems arise (i.e., attendance,
behavior, etc.) student is notified and
allowed five
mishaps before

being dropped.
be able to keep track of
student assistants involved

dogrim partic-
ularly a large program. It

-'is'diffipult to have-A con
sistently-.'Erfkong grading
approach to evaluate the
degree of 'involvement each
student has with the pro-
gram. This being the case
a point system has been
structured allowing each
student five points per
year which are removed one
by one ( or more if neces-
sary ) as problems develop.
When the points have been
expired the student is sim-
ply dropped from the pro-
gram with no credit.

ASST. NO.

NAME:

VIOLATION
NOTIFICATION Date Issued:

Our records show that:

Your student assistant assignment
sheet was not turned in on
under (date :)

(Inv. No.)

There was not a signature on your
etudent assistant assignment sheet
for , under

(date:) (Inv. No.)

Your student assistant assignment
sheet was marked as being unsatis-
factory for , under

(date:) (Inv. No.)

You were absent on and we
have not as yet signed you admit
slip which excused you for the
absence.

You had an unexcused absence on
and this counts against

(date) your record at point(s).

Special comments:

This particular notice counts as
points against you five allocated for the
semester. All totaled you now have only

points left before you are auto-
matically dropped from this course with-
out any academic credit.

You have until to correct
the above mentioned problem. If we do not
hear from you by then the points mentioned
above will automatically go into effect.

C. St. Louis
A-V Director
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S UMM&RY

THE film service model described in this handbook works. Devel-

oped over a period of seven years, it has remained essentially stable

the last three of these years.

THE crux of its success lies not'only with the highly structured

procedures and accompanying forms, but more so because of the student

service philosophy which makes the whole program go. Without a rather

large group of competent, responsible students, who have been unified

into a group by common goals, this film service model would not work.

A PROGRAM of this type has also demonstrated its effectiveness to

appeal to students with widely varying interests and abilities. It

provides a unique opportunity for- students to make significant con-

tributions to their own academic community. The internal structure of

the program (i.e. the group leader concept) provides for student in-

volvement at varying levels of responsibility.

ALSO important to the *otal success of this type of a complex

program is adequate adult supervision. In short, a good clerk can run

the program. However, it takes a dynamic type of individual with

leadership characteristics who can constantly stay on top of the pro-

gram and at the same time be awsre if students are meeting their re-

sponsibilities.

ONCE in operation such a program relieves the professional build-

ing audiovisual coordinator from great deal of direct involvement

in the clerical administration of the instructional film program. He

has more time to engage himself more directly with instructional re-

lated taski.
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BESIDES the human elements, the strength of this film service

program is reflected in the many forms which direct all aspects of the

service. Experience has demonstrated that such forms must not only be

tailored to the local edUcational structure, but also must be extreme-

ly specific. The student assistant Assignment-Direction Form (page

34) is an excellent example of this concept.

OTHER particular strengths of this film model are: (1) A clerely

defined selection procedure which not only makes it easy for instruc-

tors to order the films they want and need, but also allows for the

creation of a data bank to assist in future ordering. (2)-The ability

of the system to completely schedule the use of a film (i.e. Book it)

equipment, projectionists and all, weeks or months before the film

actually arrives in the building.

IT is not expected, or really intended, that this model be taken

per se and set.into operation elsewhere. Numerous local adaptations

would obviously be required. However, the overall concepts conveyed

have relevance to any structure for the administration of instruction-

al films at the building level. It is hoped that the various forms

and accompanying commentary have served as a sort of "educational mar-

ketplace" from which the reader has had the chance to pick and choose

ideas which meet his own unique needs.
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USE OF FEATURE FILMS
THE Ilalue of full length "Hollywood" entertainment films for ed-

ucational use ilas long been recognized, and a great number of such
films are available in 16mm format. In general, the us,3 of such fea-
ture films is the same as for educational films except for a few spe-
cial considerations concerning: selection, ordering, booking, editing
and evaluation.

selection
FEATURE films are expenstve, have long running times, and are

often not desirable for classroom use. Their selection should be han-
dled with greater care and thought than a regular educational film.
Most distributors of feature films prepare careful and thorough cata-
logs listing sufficient information to give the average teacher enough
criteria to make a wise and intelligent selection. In addition to ti-
tle, length, color, scope, producer and a brief description of each
film, most catalogs will list audience level and how it has been rated
and awarded by different organizations who reviewed it. However, it
is important to note that many highly awarded films are not appropri-
ate for youngsters to see without an extremely thorough preparation.
Films rated "M", "R", and "X" can be brought into the school and shown
to all where the individual student couldn't see it in the local com-
mercial movie theaters.

THE scheduling of feature films should be a special unoccasional
event. They are best used to motivate children to a high interest
level which may be the kick-off point, intermediate explanation, or
summary of a teaching unit. There are many films which cover a great
deal of subject ground in their footage. For example, for a quick,
motivating introduction to an era the film "The Fall of the Roman Em-
pire" enhances all the major concepts which ended one major era of
history and brought on a new one.

MANY times a feature film will illustrate a point with simple
perfection and all the motivating techniques and advantages a multi-
million dollar production budget can give. A very difficult concept
to teach which might take many laborous weeks of teaching effort can
often be resolved for a few dollars, the fee for the film, and wot or
maybe three hours, the time it takes to see the film.

ordering
THERE are numerous distributors of feature films. However, in

the opinion of the Authors, only a few are worth dealing with. Great
differences in price can. be found from one company to another for the
use of the same feature film. It is not too unusual to find differ-
ences ranging from ten to seventy-five dollars. Since feature films
do cost much more than regular educational films, the source and the
fee they charge should be a major factor in where films are ordered
from.

OFTEN it is highly advisable to order a film as far in advance as
possible, even a year ahead of the show date if possible. Many fea-
ture films, especially seasonal films are booked-up by their distrib-
utors a year or more ahead of time.
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WHEN ordering features it is advisable to specify that the film
is to be used for a public high school on a non-profit basis, that it
is to be used for one day only, and that your audience size shall re-
main quite small, around 45 students or less. This criteria will en-
able you to probably qualify for the lowest rate, since distributors
vary their rites according to the above mentioned data.

SOME films selected will only be available in Cinemascope, for
which a special wide angle lens is necessary. They can be rented from
many film distributors for a fee around ten dollars a showing. How-
ever, these lenses can be purchased for about one hundred dollars. If
the screening of Cinemascope films occurs five or more times a year it
would be more economical in the long run to purchase a lens.

booking
ALMOST all feature films exceed sixty minutes in length, and of-

ten run as long as 180 minutes and up. Since most schools on the sec-
ondary level, grades seven through twelve, conduct classes in modules
of from forty to sixty minutes a film exceeding class time must be
shown in parts on two or more consecutive days. For effective sched-
uling, feature films generally require editing into segments capable
of being shown during a class period. More on this editing procedure
later.

ONCE edited the various reels can be cycled to achieve maximum
use of the film. For example, in a .three reel feature; reel one could
be scheduled Monday, reel two on Tuesday, and so on. On Tuesday an-
other class could be scheduled for reel one, then reel two on Wednes-
day, and so on. Ideally the feature could complete three cycles in a
weeks time, with the last class seeing reel three on Friday. The ma-
jor drawback to such a cycling process would be a Cinemascope film
which would require three wide angle lenses. This may prove to be
financially burdensome. It should be noted at this point, that Cine-
mascope films also require a wide screen. Two regular screens Pos-
itioned side-by-side with a strip of white adhesive tape masking the
black border of the overlaping screens. is quite adequate. Regular
Cincmascope screens, of course, may be purchased.

editing
IN using a multi-reeled film such as a feature or, even a two partfilm, it is occasionally desirable to edit them into one reel or aseries of reels different from the way they arrive. This is done whenit is necessary to squeeze as much viewing time as possible into aspecific school period.

FEATURE films may arrive in as many as six reels for the samefilm. As indicated earlier, it is apparent that films of this naturemust be shown in segments on successive days, since most--- schools only
allocate forty to sixty minutes per class period.

IT is highly desirable to acheive maximum viewing time within asingle class period in an attempt to conserve time and minimize thenumber of periods it would take a class to view the entire film. Thispermits greater flexibility in booking.

EQUIPMENT for editing should consist of two heavy duty rewind
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units each with its own brake; an editor-viewer so that each frame can
be seen and isolated as the film is being edited, and a quality
splicer. Also required will be long run reels with at least a 2,000
to 2,400 fbot film capacity. (The standard projector reel holds 1,600
feet of film for which the running time is around forty-five minutes.)
In addition, two colors of leader should be stocked, one color for the
"head" and the other for the "tail" of the edited film.

EDITING feature films takes some slight experience but primarily
an eye for continuity of scenes in the film to be edited. The number
of parts a feature film is to be divided into is arrived by dividing
its total running time by the length of the standard class period. So
a 150 minute feature film would logically be divided into three parts
if the class period were forty-five minutes. A feature film of this
length would more than likely arrive in four 1600 foot reels, and
therefore have to be edited into three 2,000 foot reels.

THE editing itself is simple. The original 1,600 foot reels are
rewound onto the 2,000 foot reels and cut as close as possible t6 the
required time point. It is advisable to cut as close to a major Boone
change in the film as possible so that the end of each newly edited
part will leave off at a high psychological point. This is easily
done with the use of the viewer previously mentioned. Once the film
is cut, leader for the tail and head should be spliced 'on and labeled
with the title, and part number. It should be noted that all films
come with leader at both ends. This should not be removed, but just
spliced together when the occasion arrives. This simplifies the re-
veroe process of seperating tho films back into their original reels
when usage is completed.

evaluation
IT is essential when using feature films to follow up their use

with a written evaluation. The basis for stressing such evaluations
are: (1) To add documented support for large rental fees, and (2)To
accrue reference data for future feature film selection.

THE rental costs for feature length films can range anywhere be-
tween fifty to two hundred dollars. Such high fees for films which
seem at first glance to be purely of an entertainment nature are al-
ways subject to question. Supportive data concerning the utilization
of all feature films should be constantly maintained. An up-to-date
file containing film evaluations, and other supportive data should be
kept on each feature film used, to provide immediate reference if pro-
blems arise.

DUE to the fact that in feature film use learning is a by product
since most features are structured primarily to motivate and enter-
tain, it is vital to have teachers discern to what degree the learning
aspect of the film was impacted on the minds of the viewers. Since
any feature film would have been selected with the upmost care and
thought the odds are high for a positive response from the film's use.
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ADMINISTRATING AN INSTRUCTIONAL FILM PROGRAM

ADVANTAGES OF EDUCATIONAL FILMS

The motion picture has the
power to communicate many
concepts involving motion:

The movements of objects
too slow to be seen by
an observer.

The movements of objects
too fast to be analyti-
cally observed.

The motion involved in
depicting the relation-
ships of objects and
flow of events seperated
by intervals of time and
space.

The motion of the unseen.

The motion of the imagi-
nary and of abstraction.

The motion of rhythm.

The motion picture as an
art form may be used to
develop aesthetic and
emotional values.

Motion pictures have the
power to see objects too
tiny to see by the eye
alone.

The motion picture has
the power to see objects
too far away.

The motion picture has
the power to bring all
the arts together;
motion pictures, drawings,
color, voice, music, dance,
in a combination to produce
a planned result.

The motiol. picture has the
power to present the past,
the present, and the
future.

Motion pictures are partic-
The motion involved in the ularly successful in show-
interaction and flow-of ing relationships of
ideas between people, things, ideas and events.

The motion picture has the
power to communicate idea.
in a relative concrete
manner not possessed by
language.

Motion pictures are economi-
cal on time.

Motion pictures can
increase reading interest.

Motion, pictures. bring

variety to methods of
instruction.

The motion picture may be
used instead of a textbook
as a central theme of a
unit.'

A Handbook for the Building';
Audiovisual Coordinator

The motion picture may be used in
connection with all types of
learning:

Development of motor skills.

Development of perception.

1

Builds associations and memory

Development of understandings.i.

Develops emotional experiencesl
of educational value.

Develops problem solving.

Develops attitudes, ideas and
-appreciations.

The motion picture may be used to
facilitate the transfer of
abstract concepts to concrete
situations.

The motion picture has the power
to present information and ideas
which cannot be presented in any
other way.

The motion picture can be used to
develop common perceptive back-
grounds and experiences.


